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About This Game

Embark (ha, ha, bark...) on a quest to bury a very important bone. Suck up blocks with your dirtpack and build into the sky to
get them out of the way. The higher you build, the more power-ups you'll find to help you dig deeper. Can you reach the bottom

of the world... or the top?

Featuring chill music, full voice narration, and cute doggos, this casual crafting game is suitable for any pace. Speedrun to the
end or take your time constructing pixel art with dirt blocks. Unlock new colors to paint with, hats to wear, and even a jetpack.

The sky is (literally) the limit!
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v1.0.2:

 Increased max jet fuel capacity

 Fixed issue with pause menu showing at start

 Steam overlay now pauses game when opened

. Free Demo:
You can now try out Doggo Dig Down for free with the demo version of the game! The only difference between the demo and
full game is that a barrier appears after the third power-up in the sky that prevents you from building any higher.

The demo supports cloud saving, though, so you won't lose any progress should you decide to upgrade. Achievements related to
power-ups will also unlock the next time you find a power-up in the full version.. v1.0.1:

 Added more indicators to help with the beginning of the game

 Adjusted the spacing in between power-ups
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